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While almost absent in Central Asia in the 1990s, China has made a remarkable rise in the region over the 

last ten years so that it is now a leading actor in Central Asia, a position that China has consolidated with 

the Belt and Road Initiative. The EU’s role in Central Asia has also evolved, from that of little more than an 

invisible and arguably ineffective donor in the 1990s to that of a strategic player by the late 2000s. In recent 

years, both the EU’s and China’s international development activities have been attracting growing 

attention. However, the EU’s and China’s development assistance to Central Asia remains understudied, 

despite increasing involvement in the region. This talk provides a comparative analysis of EU and Chinese 

development assistance towards the Central Asian countries. In doing so, it traces their involvement in the 

region from 1991 until today, and assesses what impact their assistance has on the ground and how 

receptive the Central Asian states are to the assistance provided by these by China and Europe. 

 

Fabienne Bossuyt is Assistant Professor at the Centre for EU Studies at Ghent University (Belgium), where 

she teaches several courses within the EU Studies Master’s program, including a module on the European 

Union’s neighborhood policies. She received a PhD degree in Politics and International Relations from Aston 

University (UK) and a PhD degree in EU Studies from Ghent University. Her main area of expertise is the EU’s 

relations with Central Asia, which was also the focus of her PhD dissertation. Her current research projects 

focus on various aspects of the EU’s relations with and policies towards Central Asia and other post-Soviet 

countries, including democracy promotion, development policy and human rights promotion. She has 

published widely on these issues, including in the Cambridge Review of International Affairs, European 

Foreign Affairs Review, Democratization, Communist and Post-Communist Studies, Southeast European and 

Black Sea Studies, and East European Politics and Societies. She is currently co-editing a book on the EU-

Russia relationship, in addition to a book on the EU’s and China’s engagement with Central Asia.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hopkins China Forum events are organized under the auspices of The Johns Hopkins University and its alumni associations 

worldwide. For more information, please contact Frank Tsai of the Hopkins Club of Shanghai at editor@shanghai-review.org. 
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